
IEICE TRANS. FUNDAMENTALS, VOL. , NO. 1PAPER Special Section on Cryptography and Information SecurityA Secure and Practical Electronic Voting Scheme for RealWorld EnvironmentsWen-Shenq Juangy, Student Member and Chin-Laung Leiy, NonmemberSUMMARY In this paper, we propose a practical and secureelectronic voting scheme which meets the requirements of largescale general elections. This scheme involves voters, the admin-istrator or so called the government and some scrutineers. Inour scheme, a voter only has to communicate with the admin-istrator three times and it ensures independence among voterswithout the need of any global computation. This scheme usesthe threshold cryptosystem to guarantee the fairness among thecandidate's campaign and to provide mechanism for achievingthe function that any voter can make an open objection to thetally if his vote has not been published. This scheme preservesthe privacy of a voter against the administrator, scrutineers, andother voters. Completeness, robustness, and veri�ability of thevoting process are ensured and hence no one can produce a falsetally, corrupt or disrupt the election.key words: privacy & security, secret ballot protocols, open ob-jection, fair secret ballot schemes, uniquely blind signature.1. IntroductionOne of the hallmarks of democratic electoral systemsis the institute of the secret ballot. Without ballot se-crecy, the voters might be deterred from revealing theirtrue opinions about the issues to be voted upon. Inaddition to the ballot secrecy, every interested votermust vote exactly once. Voting more than once cannot be accepted by the administrator and other vot-ers. Since electronic votes can be easily duplicated,there is a need to prevent malicious or careless vot-ers from casting multiple votes. The naive approach ofsimply issuing a unique identi�cation number to eachvoter would disclose privacy of the voters. To overcomethis di�culty, many cryptographic protocols have beenproposed [1]{[9]. Another feature in electronic votingscheme is that each voter can verify the voting result.When a voter �nds that his vote has not been properlycounted by the administrator, one approach is that viaan anonymous channel he will broadcast his ballot toall voters. The validity of the result is based on theassumption that the anonymous votes are broadcastedcorrectly. The major drawback of this approach is itshuge communication overhead.In a typical real world election environment, theredo not exist any single trusted party and the whole elec-tion process must be monitored by some chosen scruti-neers. In this paper, we propose a secure and practicalelectronic voting scheme for real world voting environ-yThe author is with the Dept. of Electrical Eng., Na-tional Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan.

ments with the following properties: (a) This protocolinvolves voters, the administrator or so called the gov-ernment and some scrutineers; (b) If some voter �ndshis vote has not been properly counted, he can makeopen objection to the administrator via a public chan-nel; (c) This protocol is fair, i.e., no one can get extrainformation about the tally result before the publica-tion phase; (d) This protocol is collision free, i.e., aballot of an eligible voter is always accepted by the ad-ministrator; (e) This protocol preserves the privacy of avoter against the administrator, scrutineers, and othervoters; (f) It is robust in that no voter can disrupt orcorrupt the election.In this protocol, the computations among votersare independent without the need of any global compu-tation and a voter only has to communicate with theadministrator three times so this protocol is suitable forlarge scale general elections.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:In Section 2, previous works on secret ballot schemesare reviewed. In Section 3, we present our secret ballotprotocol. The security considerations of this protocolare examined in Section 4. Then we discuss variantsand possible extensions of our protocol in Section 5.Finally, a concluding remark is given in Section 6.2. Related WorkSome boardroom voting schemes [4]{[6] have been pro-posed where voters openly send encrypted message backand forth until they all are con�dent of the outcome ofthe election. The major problems of these schemes arethat the computations of voters are not independentand if any voter stops following the protocol during thevoting, the election is disrupted. Nurmi et al. [3] pro-posed another secret ballot scheme based on ANDOSprotocols [10]. For getting the administrator's secretsas ballots, voters need to communicate to each other.Fujioka et al. [1] proposed a secret ballot scheme whichis more suitable for large scale elections since the com-putation and communication overheads are small evenif the number of voters is large. To achieve the fairnessproperty, every voter encrypts his vote by a random se-cret key and sends this encrypted vote to the counterthrough an anonymous channel [11], [12] in the votingphase. In the opening phase, to recover voters' inten-tions, every voter needs to send his random secret key



2 IEICE TRANS. FUNDAMENTALS, VOL. , NO.to the counter through an anonymous channel. Anyvoter may not send his secret key to the counter andthen the counter can not publish all voters' intensions.In this scheme, each voter must send two anonymousmessages, but in the schemes [3], [7]{[9], each voter onlyhas to send one anonymous message.Iversen [2] proposed a voting scheme based on pri-vacy homomorphism [13]. His scheme preserves the pri-vacy of the voters against the administrator and othervoters. The essential drawback of this scheme is that ifall candidates conspire the privacy of the voters is vio-lated. Moreover, this scheme is less practical for largescale elections since it requires a great deal of commu-nication and computation when the number of voters islarge. This protocol is not a general election protocolsince the intentions of voters are only either "Yes" or"No".The concept of blind signature was introduced byChaum [14]. It allows the realization of secure votingschemes [1], [7]{[9] protecting the voters' privacy. Suchsystems have a party called the signer who is responsi-ble for producing digital signatures. The other partiescalled requesters would like to obtain such signatures onmessages they provide to the signer. A distinguishingproperty required by a typical blind signature scheme[14]{[16] is so-called the "unlinkability", which ensuresthat the requesters can prevent the signer from deriv-ing the exact correspondence between the actual sign-ing process performed by the signer and the signaturewhich later made public. In a distributed environment,the signed blind messages can be thought as tickets inapplications such as secret voting schemes. If the con-tents of the signed messages are the same, these signedmessages will be thought as only one ticket. In [8],Juang et al: use the concept of blind signature andone-way permutations combined with voters' identi�ca-tions to realize a uniquely blind signature scheme andproposed a collision free secret ballot protocol for com-puterized general election. This scheme is suitable forlarge scale general election. The essential drawback ofthis scheme is that if the administrator is not trustwor-thy, he may buy votes from the voters who have notregistered before the publication of the result if nec-essary. Sako [7] proposed another approach in whichvoter can make his objection via a public channel, buther method can not hide the objector's privacy againstthe administrator.The schemes proposed in [1], [3], [7] are not collisionfree, [3], [7], [8] are not fair, and [1]{[6] are not practicalfor large-scale elections.Benaloh et al. [17] proposed a receipt free secretballot protocol based on PEM (probabilistic encryptionmethod) and the voting booths in which no more thana single voter can stay at the same time. In their proto-col, anyone except the administrator can not coerce thevoters into changing their intentions. Also, this proto-col is not a general election protocol since the inten-

tion of any voter is only either "Yes" or "No". In thisscheme, the privacy of any voter is preserved againstothers except the administrator.3. The proposed voting schemeIn this section, a secure and practical electronic votingscheme for real world environments is presented. Theprotocol involves voters, the administrator and severalscrutineers. The protocol consists of six phases: theinitialization phase, the global key generating phase,the registration phase, the voting phase, the announce-ment phase and the publication phase. During the ini-tialization phase, the administrator generates the sys-tem parameters. In the global key generating phase, allscrutineers cooperate to generate a threshold veri�ablepublic key and distribute shares to each other withouta trusted third party. In the registration phase, votersencrypt their intensions with the threshold public keygenerated in the global key generating phase and applythe uniquely blind signature technique to get their blindencrypted votes. In the voting phase, voters generatetheir real encrypted ballots from the blind encryptedvotes received in the registration phase and send themto the administrator via an untraceable e-mail. In theannouncement phase, the administrator publishes allaccepted ballots. Finally, in the publication phase, ifthere does not exist any objection, the administrator�rst requests any k scrutineers for sending their shadowkeys to him. When the administrator receives thesek shadow keys, he computes the threshold secret key.Then he recovers voters' intentions and publishes allreal ballots.The underlying assumptions of this protocol arethat: (a) Every eligible voter can communicate withthe administrator and he can not abstain from theelection process after the registration phase; (b) Thereexists a securely untraceable electronic e-mail system[11], [12]; (c) There exists a secure uniquely blind signa-ture scheme and secure one-way permutation function[8]; (d) RSA cryptosystem is secure if factorization isintractable [18]; (e) ElGamal cryptosystem is secure ifdiscrete logarithm problem is still intractable [19]; (f)At least (m�k+1) scrutineers should not disclose theirshadow keys before case 2 of the publication phase andk honest scrutineers must send their shadow keys to theadministrator in the publication phase if no objectionoccurs.In our protocol, every eligible voter can not ab-stain from the election process after the registrationphase. Without this assumption, a malicious adminis-trator can add extra votes as he wishes. All the singleadministrator election schemes [1], [3], [7], [8] have theabove problem. In subsection 5.1, we will discuss howto solve this problem by several administrators.Several anonymous channel protocols [11], [12], [20]have been proposed. The mix-net approach is used in



JUANG and LEI: A SECURE AND PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC VOTING SCHEME FOR REAL WORLD ENVIRONMENTS 3[11], [20] to realize a sender untraceable e-mail system.In the mix-net approach, the encrypted messages aresent to amix agent who will disarrange all received mes-sages and send them to the next agent. Finally, the lastagent will send the encrypted messages to their desti-nations. The basic assumption of the mix-net approachis at least one mix agent is honest. In [21], P�tzmannshows several attacks on the anonymous channels pro-posed in [20]. In the mix-net approach, it is harderto decide whether a voter has not sent his message tothe administrator through an anonymous channel orthe administrator does not receive it. In practical im-plementation, if there has audit records in the system,then this problem is solved. Otherwise, voters can sendhis message to the administrator and some trusted au-thorities via the mix-nets. The dc-net method based onthe Dining Cryptographers Problem is used in [12] toachieve a sender untraceable e-mail system which is un-conditionally or cryptographically secure depending onwhether it is based on one-time keys or on keys gener-ated by public key distribution systems or pseudo ran-dom number generators. Both mix-nets and dc-nets canbe applied to our scheme, but we recommend mix-netssince we only need an email system which is periodicdeliveries and not continuous deliveries.Any secure uniquely blind signature scheme [8] isadequate for our scheme. The concept of blind sig-natures and one-way permutation functions combinedwith users' identi�cations are used in [8] to realize auniquely blind signature scheme. For simplicity, weadopt RSA uniquely blind signature scheme in the fol-lowing presentation. The existence of one-way permu-tations implies P j= NP [22]. Thus, no de�nitive one-way permutation has been found. The discrete loga-rithm function is a candidate that is believed by manyresearchers to be a one-way permutation [19], [23], [24].In our scheme, we use the threshold cryptosystem[25] to preserve the fairness of the candidate's campaignand the function that any voter can make an open ob-jection to the tally if his vote has not been published.In our proposed protocol, the public key authenticationcan be easily achieved by the X:509 directory authenti-cation service [26]. The message authentication in ourprotocol is achieved by the RSA signature system inwhich the signed message m is attached with its signa-ture S(h(m�RD)), where S is the RSA signing function,h is a secure one-way hash function [26], [27] and RDis a redundancy string of the voting, against the multi-plicative attack. The veri�cation of the RSA signaturecan be achieved by the comparison method [28].Assume that there are one administrator, n eligiblevoters andm scrutineers in this voting. Let eadm; dadm;nadm be the RSA keys of the administrator, ev;i; dv;iand nv;i be the RSA keys of eligible voter i , es;j ; ds;jand ns;j be the RSA keys of scrutineer j: Let "�" denotethe ordinal string concatenation operator and x �p ydenote x = y mod p. Via the X:509 directory authen-

tication service, any person can get every participant'spublic keys. For example, the RSA public keys of voteri are (ev;i; nv;i). Our proposed protocol is described inthe following.Phase 1 (the initialization phase)The administrator randomly selects the RSA keys(ea; da; na), where (ea; na) are his public keys and dais his private key for this election. The administra-tor also selects the public threshold cryptosystem pa-rameters (p; q; g) where p; q are two large prime num-bers such that q divides p � 1 and g �p s(p�1)=q(gcd(s; p) = 1; s j= 1), a public one-way permutation f ,a public one-way function h, and the public redundancybits RD for verifying the validity of each ballot. He alsochooses a public constant k which is used in the k out ofm threshold cryptosystem during the global key gener-ating phase. Then he computes all signatures of thesepublic parameters by his secret key dadm and publishesthese parameters and their corresponding signatures.Phase 2 (the global key generating phase)All scrutineers j(1 <= j <= m), do the following:1. Scrutineer j picks an ElGamal's key (gaj mod p;�aj), where �aj is the secret key and gaj mod pis the public key, and chooses at random a polyno-mial fj(x) �q Pk�1i=0 fj;ixi of degree at most k � 1such that fj;0 = aj . He then computes GFj;i �pgfj;i and the signatures Cert GFj;i on GFj;i for0 <= i <= k � 1 and sends (GFj;i; Cert GFj;i) for0 <= i <= k � 1 to the administrator.2. Upon receiving all (GFj;i; Cert GFj;i) for 1 <= j <=m and 0 <= i <= k � 1, from all scrutineers, theadministrator veri�es if all Cert GFj;i are valid.If yes, he computes Gp �p Qmi=1GFi;0 and pub-lishes Gp; (GFj;l; Cert GFj;l) for 1 <= j <= m and0 <= l <= k � 1. Otherwise, he publishes the invalidsignatures and then stops.3. Scrutineer j sends sj;l �q fj(l) and a signatureCert sj;l on sj;l secretly to every scrutineer l(1 <=l <= m; l j= j).4. When scrutineer j receives all sl;j(1 <= l <= m; l j=j) from other scrutineers, he veri�es that the sharesl;j received from scrutineer l is consistent with thepublished values GFl;i for 0 <= i <= k�1 by verifyingthat gsl;j �p Qk�1i=0 (GFl;i)ji . If this fails, scrutineerj broadcasts that an error has been found, pub-lishes sl;j and the signature Cert sl;j and the iden-ti�cation of scrutineer l and then stops. Otherwise,scrutineer j computes his share sj =Pmi=1 si;j andcomputes the signature Cert GPj on the thresh-old public key Gp. He then sends Cert GPj to theadministrator.5. Upon receiving all Cert GPj (1 <= j <= m), the



4 IEICE TRANS. FUNDAMENTALS, VOL. , NO.administrator veri�es if Cert GFj are valid for1 <= j <= m. If yes, he computes the signatureCert GP on the threshold public key Gp and puts(Gp; Cert GP;Cert GPj(1 <= j <= m)) on a pub-lic database. Otherwise, he publishes the invalidsignatures and then stops.Phase 3 (the registration phase)Let IDi be the identi�cation of voter i. Voter ichooses two random strings Ri and 'i. Voter i and theadministrator then perform the following protocol.1. Voter i computes the value Vi = xi ��i�h(xi ��i �RD),where xi is the intention of voter i and �i is a ran-dom number, chooses a random number r0i, com-putes the values EVi = (Pi � Qi) = (gr0i � ((Gr0ip )Vimod p)); Regi �nv;i ('i � h('i � RD))dv;i , Hi =f(IDi � Ri), Mi = Hi � RD � EVi, generates arandom value ri(1 < ri < na; gcd(ri; na) = 1),computes Yi �na (reai Mi), and �nally sends <i =((Yi �Regi)dv;i mod nv;i) �IDi to the administrator.2. Upon receiving the message c<i, the administratorchecks if c<i is valid. If not, he will request voteri to retransmit the message <i. When the admin-istrator receives <i, he checks the identi�cation ofvoter i by verifying if Regev;ii �nv;i 'i �h('i �RD).If not, the administrator rejects the registration ofvoter i. If yes and voter i has registered, the ad-ministrator also rejects the registration of voter i.Otherwise, he records the fact that voter i has reg-istered by keeping <i in the registration database,computes Zi �na Y dai , and sends Zi to voter i.Phase 4 (the voting phase)Upon voter i receiving Zi, he and the administra-tor do the following:1. Voter i computes Xi �na Zir�1i �na Mdai , andsends (Xi; Mi) anonymously to the administratorvia an untraceable e-mail.2. The administrator checks if (Xi)ea �na Hi � RD �EVi �na Hi �RD � (Pi �Qi) �na Mi. If yes and RDis valid, he records (Xi; Mi). Otherwise he rejectsit. He then sorts all (Xi; Mi) by Mi and preservesonly one copy of Mi.Phase 5 (the announcement phase)The administrator publishes all the accepted ballot(Xi; Mi).Phase 6 (the publication phase)After the date time, there may occur two cases asfollows:1. Objection to published ballot

Each voter has to check if his ballot has been pub-lished. If not, he broadcasts his encrypted ballot(Xi; Mi) to make an open objection.2. Publishing the resultIf there is no objection, the administrator �rst re-quests any k honest scrutineers Scrupj (pj 2 [1;m],1 <= j <= k) for sending their shadow keys spjand computes the threshold secret key Gs �q�Pkj=1 spj Qki=1;i j=j (�pi)(pj�pi) . He recovers voter'sintention from computing Vi �p (Pi)GsQi. He thenpublishes all ballots (Xi; Mi; Vi), all registrations(<j) and the threshold secret key Gs. Every per-son can check if every ballot is valid and the totalnumber of the ballots is equal to the total numberof the registrations to prevent that the administra-tor from adding any extra ballot to the tally.4. SecurityKeeping privacy of votes is the most important prop-erty of a secret ballot protocol. Also, the publishedtally must be equal to the actual result of the election,that is, each voter must vote exactly once and the ad-ministrator can not add extra ballots to the total tally.We now show that our proposed scheme possesses theabove properties.De�nition 1 (Completeness): A secret ballot proto-col is said to be complete if the ballot of an eligiblevoter is always accepted by the administrator.Before we show that our proposed scheme is com-plete, we �rst give the de�nition of a uniquely blindsignature scheme.De�nition 2 (Collision freedom): A uniquely (colli-sion free) blind signature scheme is a blind signaturescheme such that the signing function is injective andall the signatures requested by the honest requestersare distinct.In our scheme, voter i sends a blind message Yi �nareai Mi; where Mi = Hi � RD � EVi, Hi = f(IDi � Ri),1 < ri < na and gcd(ri; na) = 1; to the administra-tor in step 1 of the registration phase: In step 1 ofthe voting phase, voter i can extract the blind signa-ture Xi �na Mdai : The role of the random string Riis for increasing the security of the one-way permuta-tion f . Since the entropy of user identi�cations IDiis small, Hi = f(IDi � Ri) is used to avoid the attackby an exhaustive search. It is clear that the signaturescheme used in our proposed protocol is a uniquelyblind signature scheme since this scheme is an RSAblind signature scheme [14] whose signing function isbijective and the signed message Mi = Hi �RD �EVi =f(IDi �Ri) �RD �EVi is unique.Based on the technique of uniquely blind signa-tures, we �rst show that our proposed scheme is com-plete.



JUANG and LEI: A SECURE AND PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC VOTING SCHEME FOR REAL WORLD ENVIRONMENTS 5Theorem 1: The secret ballot protocol of Section 3is complete.ProofThe proof is by contradiction. Assume thatvoter i follows the protocol and his vote is rejected bythe administrator. In our protocol, the ballot (Xi; Mi)of voter i can only be rejected by the administrator ei-ther in step 2 of the registration phase or in step 2 ofthe voting phase.(1) If the ballot of voter i is rejected in step 2 of theregistration phase, there are two possibilities: (a) Theadministrator �nds that Regev;ii j= 'i � h('i � RD) andrejects his registration. Since every voter can commu-nicate with the administrator, the administrator willreceive ((Yi � Regi)dv;i mod nv;i)�IDi in step 2 of theregistration phase. It clearly contradicts to the correct-ness of the RSA cryptosystem. (b) Assume that theadministrator �nds that voter i has registered in step 2of the registration phase. Then there exists a maliciousperson that can forge ((Yk � Regi)dv;i mod nv;i), whereYk �na (reak Mk) and Mk; rk are chosen by this mali-cious person, to impersonate voter i. It clearly contra-dicts to the assumption that the RSA signature schemebeing secure.(2) On the other hand, if the ballot of voter i isrejected in step 2 of the voting phase. Since voter i willfollow the protocol, the administrator will receive hisencrypted ballot (Xi; Mi) and record (Xi; Mi) in step2 of the voting phase. Assume that there exists anothervoter j such that Hj = Hi and then his ballot (Xi; Mi)is rejected by the administrator. Let IDi be the iden-ti�cation of voter i, and f be the one-way permutationof the protocol. Since the identi�cation of each voter isunique, we have IDi � Ri j= IDj � Rj for i j= j. Thus,Hi = f(IDi � Ri) j= f(IDj � Rj) = Hj . Contradiction.Therefore, we conclude that the secret ballot of Section3 is complete. 2De�nition 3 (Soundness): A secret ballot protocol issaid to be sound if no ineligible voters can vote.In our protocol, an ineligible voter Alice can try tovote in the following possible ways.In every election, the administrator chooses dif-ferent RSA keys na; ea and da. If the used ballots ofprevious election can be used again, Alice can forge thesignatures made by the administrator. It clearly contra-dicts to the assumption that the RSA signature schemebeing secure.Second, if Alice can pass the check performed bythe administrator in step 2 of the registration phase,he can forge ((Yi � Regi)dv;i mod nv;i) � IDi. It clearlycontradicts to the assumption that the RSA signaturescheme being secure.Third, if Alice can forge any valid ballot (Xk; Mk),where Xk �na Mdak and Mk is chosen by Alice, in step1 of the voting phase, he can forge signatures generatedby the administrator. It clearly contradicts to the as-sumption that the RSA signature scheme being secure.

From the above, our protocol is sound.Next, we describe that no voter can vote more thanonce. In our scheme, only eligible voters can vote. Instep 2 of the voting phase, the administrator will sortthe ballots by Mi and preserve only one copy of all du-plicate votes. If any eligible voter casts his ballot morethan once, only one vote will be counted to the totaltally. So no voter can vote successfully more than once.In our protocol, any voter will vote exactly once.Also, it is desirable that the administrator can not addextra ballots to the total tally.De�nition 4 (Tally Correctness): The result of a se-cret ballot protocol is said to be correct if the publishedtally is equal to the actual result of the election.To show our protocol is correct, we will �rst estab-lish a lemma which shows that any k honest scrutineersScrupj (pj 2 [1;m]; 1 <= j <= k) can cooperate to recon-struct the threshold secret key Gs by their shadow keysspj (1 <= j <= k).Lemma 1: Let  (x) = Pk�1i=0  ixi be the uniquepolynomial of degree at most k � 1 such that  (pi) =spi(pi 2 [i;m] and 1 <= i <= k). Then Gs �q�Pmi=1 ai �q � (0).ProofIn step 4 of the global key generating phase,after scrutineer j has received all si;j (1 <= i <= m; i j= j),he veri�es that the share si;j received from scruti-neer i is consistent with the published values GFi;l for0 <= l <= k � 1 by verifying that gsi;j �p Qk�1l=0 (GFi;l)jl .So gsi;j �p k�1Yl=0 (gfi;l)jl �p gPk�1l=0 fi;l�jl : (1)Since g �p s(p�1)=q and s is a generator of Z�p , g gen-erates a cyclic subgroup Sg of Z�p with jSg j = q. From(1), we can know thatsi;j �q k�1Xl=0 fi;l � jl (2)Let F(x) =Pmj=1 fj(x), where fj(x) =Pk�1i=0 fj;i(xi) 2Zq(x) is the polynomial chosen by scrutineer j in step 1of the global key generating phase. From (2) and step4 of the global key generating phase, we can know thatsj �q mXi=1 si;j �q mXi=1 k�1Xl=0 fi;l � jl �q F(j): (3)From Lagrange polynomial theorem, given distinct kpairs (pj ; spj ) for pi 2 [i;m] and 1 <= i <= k, thereexists a unique polynomial  (x) = Pk�1i=0  ixi, suchthat  (pi) = spi(pi 2 [1;m], 1 <= i <= k). So we canconclude that  (x) = F(x). And then it implies thatGs �q �Pmi=1 ai �q � (0). 2Since our protocol is both sound and complete andno voter can vote successfully more than once, a voter



6 IEICE TRANS. FUNDAMENTALS, VOL. , NO.will vote exactly once. From Lemma 1, we know that ifk out of m scrutineers are honest, the encrypted ballotswill be opened correctly in the publication phase. Theadministrator must publish all registrations and ballotsin the publication phase. In this protocol, every voterwill follow the protocol and then the total number ofthe ballots must be equal to the total number of theregistrations. Since every voter must check if his ballothas been counted properly and the total count of theregistrations is equal to the total count of the publishedballots, the administrator can not add any extra ballotto the tally. Therefore, the published tally is equal tothe actual result of the election. It is clear that theresult of secret ballot protocol of Section 3 is correct.De�nition 5 (Privacy): A secret ballot protocol issaid to be private if the privacy of voters is preserved.In our protocol, a malicious person may try toderive the intention of voter i in the following pos-sible ways: (1) Derive the link between the string((Yi � Regi)dv;i mod nv;i) � IDi which is sent to the ad-ministrator in step 1 of the registration phase and theballot (Xi; Mi; Vi) which is published in the publicationphase. (2) Derive IDi of voter i from his ballot (Xi;Mi; Vi) published in the publication phase. (3) Knowwhere the source address of the ballot (Xi; Mi) sent tothe administrator in step 1 of the voting phase is.To derive the link between the string ((Yi �Regi)dv;imod nv;i) � IDi and the ballot (Xi; Mi, Vi) is computa-tional infeasible since it clearly contradicts to assump-tion that the RSA uniquely blind signature scheme be-ing secure.To derive IDi from the ballot (Xi; Mi; Vi) of voteri is computational infeasible since it clearly conictswith the assumption that f is a one-way permutationfunction.To derive where is the source address of the bal-lot (Xi; Mi) is computational infeasible since it clearlyconicts with the availability of a secure untraceablee-mail.From the above, the secret ballot protocol of Sec-tion 3 is private.Now, we want to show that the scheme satis�esthe fairness property. Given the secret information ofa group of l members (0 <= l < k), Lemma 2 shows thatthe threshold cryptosystem constructed in the globalkey generating phase discloses no extra informationabout the threshold secret key Gs from the public in-formation fGFi;j j1 <= i <= m; 0 <= j <= k � 1g.Lemma 2: Given a group of l(0 <= l < k) membersG = fpijpi 2 [1;m]; 1 <= i <= lg and the set of sharesfsi;j j1 <= i <= m; j 2 Gg, for any �xed i(1 <= i <= m)it can generate in polynomial time on jqj a random setfgcfi;t j1 <= t <= k � 1g satisfying gsi;j �p Qk�1t=0 (gcfi;t)jt ,for j 2 G.ProofFrom equation (2), we can know that given a�xed index i, the shares si;j(j 2 G) will use the same

variables cfi;t(0 <= t <= k � 1) as follows:si;j = k�1Xt=0 cfi;t � jt: (4)Given a �xed index i, we can get at most l linear equa-tions with k(l < k) variables as follows:si;j = k�1Xt=0 cfi;t � jt(j 2 G): (5)Since the linear equations have at least one solution(cfi;t = fi;t; 0 <= t <= k�1), we can solve the linear equa-tions (5) and get a random solution cfi;t(1 <= t <= k � 1)by assigning random variables to all free variables.From (5), we can know that gsi;j �p gPk�1t=0 cfi;t�jt �pQk�1t=0 (gcfi;t )jt . 2De�nition 6 (Fairness): A secret ballot protocol issaid to be fair if no one can get extra information ofthe tally result before the publication phase.Theorem 2: The scheme proposed in Section 3 is fair.ProofFrom Lemma 2, it is clear that the extra pub-lic information fGFi;j j1 <= i <= m; 0 <= j <= k�1g is of nouse to l(0 <= l < k) scrutineers for deriving the thresholdsecret key Gs. The voting will not be a�ected since ev-ery registered voter i's encrypted ballot (Xi; Mi) mustbe published in the announcement phase and no votescan be added after beginning of the publication phase.By the assumption that ElGamal public key cryptosys-tem is secure, the proposed voting scheme is fair. 2The only way for a voter to disrupt the electionis to make an open objection in the publication phasesince every voter does not communicate to each otherand only has to communicate with the administratorbefore the publication phase. In the voting phase, sinceeither the data communication is recorded in the au-dit records or all the voters have to send their ballotsto the administrator and a trusted authority, if somevoter does not send his ballot to the administrator inthe voting phase, he can not make objection to the ad-ministrator. Therefore, if the administrator is honest,no voter can disrupt the election. Furthermore, due tothe fairness property of the proposed scheme, no onecan get any partial information about the election be-fore the publication phase.5. DiscussionsIn the real world voting environments, there does nothave a single trusted party and every candidate mustbe in fair campaigns, that is, no one can get any extraprivilege from the voting process, so the voting processmust be monitored by some scrutineers. In some criti-cal situations, it is very hard to �nd any scrutineer. Inthese cases, every voter can play the role of scrutineer,



JUANG and LEI: A SECURE AND PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC VOTING SCHEME FOR REAL WORLD ENVIRONMENTS 7and join the global key generating phase. We now dis-cuss how to make our scheme closer to the real worldvoting environment.5.1 Distributing the power of a single administratorto several administratorsSince voters only need to communicate with the admin-istrator in our protocol, there is no global computationamong voters. But the administrator can impersonatethe voter who abstains from voting after the registra-tion phase. One of the basic assumptions of our pro-tocol is that all the registered voters must cast theirvotes and no voter can abstain from voting. In reallife, registered voters may abstain from voting after theregistration phase. A simple approach to cope withthis situation is that instead of sending the ballot tothe administrator in the voting phase, voters send theirballots to a counter. Then some power of the adminis-trator is distributed to the counter. If the administratorand the counter do not conspire and the probability ofcases that voters abstain from voting is negligible, theadministrator can not add extra ballots to the tally.Otherwise some modi�cations of the secret ballot sys-tem in Section 3 must be made. The modi�cations aredescribed below: (1) Instead of a unique administrator,the modi�ed system consists of � administrators and atleast one of them does not conspire with the others. (2)The voting protocol between each administrator anda voter is similar to the voting protocol in Section 3.(3) During the initialization phase, every administratorgenerates his RSA keys and all administrators agreethe system common parameters. (4) In the publica-tion phase, any interested voter must check if his votehas been properly counted. If his ballot is misplacedor not counted by any administrator, he broadcasts hisencrypted ballot to make an open objection. If thereis no objection, all administrators must request k hon-est scrutineers for getting the threshold secret key Gs,recover voters' intentions, and publish all real ballots.Anyone can check that the total numbers of the ballotspublished by all administrators are the same to preventany malicious administrator from adding extra ballotsto the tally.By the above modi�cations, the power of a singleadministrator is distributed among several administra-tors and registered voters may abstain from voting afterthe registration phase. Also, Harn [29] proposed an e�-cient multisignature scheme based on the discrete loga-rithm problem. It is still an open problem that whetherthere exists an e�ciently blind multisignature scheme.If this scheme exists, it can directly apply to our pro-tocol to distributed the power of a single administratorto several administrators.

5.2 Make an open objectionIn our scheme, there are two methods that an eligiblevoter can make objection to the tally as follows: (1)Through an untraceable e-mail, the voter broadcaststhe encrypted ballot to all voters or sends it to a trustedparty for making objection. (2) The voter broadcastshis open objection by sending his encrypted ballot.Since there does not exist a single trusted partyin some situations and the costs of communicationsvia anonymous channel are higher than usual channels,we recommend that using the open objection methodfor making objection when administrator is cheating.In real world voting environments, the administrator'scredit is very important. If voters �nd that the admin-istrator has maliciously published a wrong tally result,then the voting process can be reinitialized.6. ConclusionIn this paper, we propose a secure and practical electionscheme for computerized general election which pro-vides fairness, completeness, privacy, robustness, ver-i�ability, and soundness properties. The most impor-tant property of this scheme is the fairness property.In our protocol, any voter can make an open objectionto the tally without disclosing his privacy if his votehas not been published. In addition, our protocol iscollision free. Our protocol is suitable for large scalegeneral elections since the communication and compu-tation overhead is small even if the number of voters isvery huge.References[1] A. Fujioka, T. Okamoto, K. Ohta,"A practical secret votingscheme for large scale elections," Advances in Cryptology:Proc. of AusCrypt'92, LNCS 718, Springer-Verlag, pp. 244-251, 1992.[2] K. R. Iversen, "A cryptographic scheme for computer-ized general elections," Advances in Cryptology: Proc. ofCrypt'91, LNCS 576, Springer-Verlag, pp. 405-419,1991.[3] H. Nurmi, A. Salomaa, L. Santean, "Secret ballot electionsin computer networks," Computers & Security, Vol. 10, pp.553-560, 1991.[4] C. P. Peeger, "Security in computing," Prentice-Hall, Inc.,1989.[5] A. Yao, "Protocols for secure communications," Proc. 23rdAnnual IEEE Symp. on the Foundations of Computer Sci-ence, pp. 160-164, 1982.[6] D. Chaum. "Elections with unconditionally secret ballotsand disruption equivalent to breaking RSA," Advances inCryptology: Proc. of EuroCrypt'88, LNCS 330, Springer-Verlag, pp. 177-182,1988.[7] K. Sako, "Electronic voting scheme allowing open objectionto the tally," IEICE Trans. fundamentals, Vol.E77-A, No.1,pp. 24-30. 1994.[8] W. Juang, C. Lei, C. Fan. "A collision free secret ballotprotocol for computerized general elections," to appear inComputers & Security (A preliminary version was presentedat the 1994 Inter. Computer Symposium, Taiwan, pp. 309-
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